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Capers, Taradiddles, and Downright
Frauds

Humbugs in Paper Money
By Q. David Bowers

What It Seems to Be vs. What It Really Is
With Apologies to P.T. Barnum

I1 	PUBLIC LOVES TO BE HUMBUGGED," P.T. BARNUM ONCE SAID. HIS AMERICAN
Museum in New York City had a sign pointing to a seeming attraction, the Egress. However,
it was but an exit door, and those following the directions found themselves out on the street,
having to pay another admission to regain entrance. Or, that's how the story goes.

At Horn's Cars & Music of Yesterday museum, a prime attraction in Florida before the days of Walt
Disney World, patrons could look through a peephole to see, it seemed, a wondrous sea creature, the "Man
Eating Clam." However, what was revealed was a gentleman at a table, fork in hand, extracting an edible mol-
lusk from its shell. It was a man eating (a) clam, and the public loved it!

In the field of paper money today we can enjoy all sorts of humbugs or taradiddles, as Edgar Allan Poe
called deceptions. They serve to amaze and amuse and are harmless enough. However, in their day these
were anything but light hearted.

This article treats humbugs among the bills of state-chartered and related banks. I could just as easily
write, "Paper Money as Weapons," and tell about Northerners counterfeiting Confederate bills, or the British
turning out fake examples of Continental Currency, or the Russians in the 20th century printing their own ver-
sions of Uncle Sam's $100 bills. However, state-bank bills are the focus, and they certainly are among the most
interesting.

As with most humbugs, it took two to play back then: the perpetrator of the fraud and the gullible citi-
zen, who thought he was gaining an advantage, sometimes an early-day version of the green-goods game
(whereby a mark or pigeon, as they were called, bought a sealed bundle of counterfeit federal notes at a deep
discount, after being shown a few real notes as "samples").

As will be seen, the foibles and weaknesses of human nature made the scenario possible.
Reality Check!

Today, many fake bills survive in collections. They are variously known as alterations, spurious notes,
and counterfeits. In time, many genuine notes were redeemed and destroyed. However, fakes were not want-
ed by anyone—and tended to survive in larger proportions.

Bankers and merchants should, of course, observe the Golden Rule. However, many if not most did not.
If a counterfeit bill came to hand, it was often the first to be paid out!

As you may know, the Suffolk Bank system, as it was called, began operation in the 1820s in Boston. By
1858, many of its members became dissatisfied with its operations, and later clearing-house business was
largely done in the same city by the Bank of Mutual Redemption. Members, which included just about every
bank within a couple hundred or so miles, would put up a cash deposit. When bills were sent in by member
banks, they would be redeemed at par, instead of the usual discount, working against the deposits on hand.
The bills would then be returned to the issuing bank.

The Suffolk Bank, a Boston redemption center for regional banks, did not like this $5 note of the Casco
Bank, Portland, Maine, and stamped it COUNTERFEIT.

If a bank sent a bunch of bills to the Bank of Mutual Redemption, and the eagle-eyed clerks found a
counterfeit, they would stamp it COUNTERFEIT, or WORTHLESS in black ink, and charge the account of the
bank that sent it in. Henry P. Shed was cashier of the Boston bank and did most of the correspondence with
member banks in the hinterlands.
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Stephen Beede, cashier of the Carroll County Bank in Sandwich, New Hampshire, did not like the proce-
dure, and asked the Boston bank to simply send back any counterfeits without stamping them. You can imag-
ine what Beede did with them! (More on this and other New Hampshire banks when Dave Sundman and I
trim our research from thousands of pages down to manageable size and publish our book on the subject!)

Stephen Beede, who signed this 1855 $1 note as cashier of the Carroll County Bank, did not like counter-
feits. When they came to hand, he passed them along as quickly as possible. This seems to have been standard
practice with many if not most state-chartered banks. This is why most counterfeits, alterations, and the like
are usually seen in well-worn condition!

Okay, if bankers and merchants sometimes winked when a fake note came to hand, certainly the highly
esteemed bank-note printing companies were sterling in their conduct. Or were they? They protested too
much about their systems of checking the integrity of those who ordered bills, but in practice it seems that they
printed currency for just about anyone who asked. How else did 90% of the failed banks in Michigan in the
late 1830s get so much paper money from the leading firms in New York and Philadelphia? Most of these
banks had little or no backing (of which more will be said). Obviously, there was little investigation.

As to human nature, perhaps one of the most poignant observatio is that after many banks failed com-
pletely, their currency still traded at 1% to 2% of face value, and a lively business was done in such by
exchange brokers in New York City and elsewhere. No, they were not selling to numismatists! They were
selling to citizens who hoped to take them on trips and spend the bills with unsuspecting merchants at distant
locations.

Counterfeits and Their Companions
Aspects of Collecting
Scoundrels are nasty, of course, but in hindsight they can be interesting, even romantic. How else can we

explain the public fascination with Billy the Kid, pirates, and even Robin Hood?
Today, the surviving counterfeit, altered, and spurious bills are highly appreciated by numismatists.

Often, such notes sell for a lot of money. Just check any offering of obsolete paper money by the leading auc-
tioneer of your choice. Or check James A. Haxby's princely four-volume 1988 study, Standard Catalog of United
States Obsolete Bank Notes 1782-1866.
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This collecting interest is by no means unusual within numismatics. In the field of colonial and early
American coins, contemporary (key word) counterfeits, such as those made by Machin's Mills, can be very
expensive—selling for thousands of dollars. Of course, some are common and sell for much less.

In 1857, America's largest bank-note engraving firm, Rawdon, Wright, Hatch & Edson, New York City,
created this elegant and impressive $10 note for the New England Bank of Fairmount, Maine. There was a lit-
tle problem, however: No such bank ever existed! Today such spurious bills are among the most beautiful of
the era and are eagerly collected.

At the outset it is important to state that contemporary is the important aspect. A spurious bill made for
the non-existent New England Bank of Fairmount, Maine in the 1850s is eagerly sought and highly collectible.
Like wolves in sheeps' clothing, such notes mingled among genuine currency of the era. On the other hand,
modern copies of old notes—the sort of things that continually plague bidders in Internet auctions—are
worthless. My favorites among older, contemporary bills are spurious issues. General definitions are appro-
priate here:

Counterfeit: A bill made in imitation of a real one, in the era that such real bills circulated, copying the
design, denomination, and other features by means of a false plate, or by skilful drawing, or photography
(perceived in the late 1850s as a great threat), or some other means.

Alteration: A genuine bill that has been altered in some way, such as by effacing or covering over the
original denomination, such as $1, and replacing it with a higher one, such as $10. In other instances, con
artists bought up supplies of genuine bills from failed banks, chemically erased the bank name, and printed
the name of a real bank in its place. An instance of the latter is the Egg Harbor Bank, of Egg Harbor City, NJ.
It failed in 1861. Quantities of its notes were bought up, the black printing of name and place was dissolved
with chemicals, and the bills were then overprinted with information about the solvent Valley Bank of
Hillsborough, NH.

Spurious: These are contemporary bills for which no originals were ever made. Sometimes the name of a
solvent bank was imprinted on currency displaying designs that were never used by that bank. In other
instances, such as the aforementioned New England Bank, beautiful bills were printed for institutions that
never existed.

A $5 note of the Egg Harbor Bank, Egg Harbor City, NJ, 1861 is below. The bank failed in the same year.
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Large quantities of bills of various denominations passed into the hands of crooks, who removed the blank-ink
imprints relating to "Egg Harbor" and "New Jersey," and printed inscriptions of other banks and locations.

This lovely 1864 $10 bill of the Valley Bank, Hillsborough, NH, started life as a $10 bill of the Egg Harbor
Bank. The alteration is so well done that it can be detected only with careful study in combination with the
knowledge that the Valley Bank never issued bills of this design.

In between: I have added this category to reflect bills called fraudulent or spurious in the literature, but
which are not. In contemplating some Washington, D.C., banks that have been called "fraudulent" in the liter-
ature I wondered how banking frauds could have been carried out in the seat of the federal government.
Kansas, Michigan, or the northern reaches of Maine, yes, but in the shadow of our Capitol building?

After some digging around I found that in some instances banks that were authorized sought to have
their charters extended. However, Congress, which regulated such matters in the District of Columbia, did
not do this on a timely basis. Thus, without charters, some banks continued in operation, rather than close
their doors, to the detriment of their stockholders, depositors, and customers.

I could recite a long list of other institutions—the Mousam River Bank in Sanford, Maine, comes to mind
as a quick example—that have been called fraudulent or bankrupt, but were neither. What often happens is
that one historian makes a guess, another picks up the information as a fact, and a bank is thus classified.
Whenever possible, I try to use original rather than modern numismatic sources. For the Mousam River Bank,
the contemporary reports of Maine bank commissioners, issued each year, tell the real story.

The bills of this bank are nonetheless enigmatic. The plate to print them, by W.L. Ormsby of New York,
was earlier used to create currency of various denominations for the Potomac River Bank of Georgetown, DC.
The District of Columbia and bank information was effaced from the plate by Ormsby, and information about
the Mousam River Bank and Sanford, Maine, was re-entered (the term the bank-note engravers used). This
was a common practice employed to preserve the main vignettes, but to use the plate for other work—sort of a
bank-note plate recycling process!

Certain records of the American Bank Note Co. give information concerning plates for one bank being
changed for use by another. Years later, plates for printing Original Series and Series of 1875 National Bank
Notes of the $10, $20, $50, and $100 denominations were re-entered to change the imprints from private bank
note companies to the Bureau of Engraving and Printing. (It is interesting to study such federal plates, as the
way to describe the Bureau was not standardized, and various abbreviations and punctuations (such as
Bureau, Engraving and Printing) can be found.

I know that the Mousam River Bank was legitimate. It had some difficulties, but it was not fraudulent,
nor were its notes spurious.

Now comes the matter of the Potomac River Bank. Haxby's Standard Catalog of United States Obsolete
Bank Notes states this: "fraudulent, possibly non-existent bank." This may be so. It seems that the matter was
not known when this text was written in 1988, as the word possibly is introduced.

My current feeling is that the bank may be non-existent, or it may have operated without a charter, as
some District of Columbia institutions did. It merits further investigation. If it was fraudulent, this does not
mean that W.L. Ormsby is closely tied into the fraud, any more than Rawdon, Wright, Hatch & Edson officials
conspired with the non-existent New England Bank to commit a crime.

Ormsby could have received a print order from parties planning to start a bank, but not yet chartered.
Printing notes would have been a reasonable commission. All of the major firms did this. Or, the bank could
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have been conceived in fraud, and the perpetrators, using false credentials, could have ordered notes from
Ormsby.

I continue to put the Potomac River Bank on my "watch for information" list. The closest I have come so
far is this notice, printed in Banker's Magazine, April 1857, mentioning a bank with a slightly different name:

DESTRUCTION OF COUNTERFEIT MONEY AT BOSTON.-Sheriff Clark, of
Suffolk, received from Charles B. Hall, Esq., Secretary of the Society for the Suppression
of Counterfeit Money, and commenced the destruction thereof, in conformity with the
law, a large amount of counterfeit bills, coin, plates and moulds. The whole amount was
nearly $50,000.

About $18,000 consisted of bills on the Potomac Bank of Georgetown, which insti-
tution never existed. The rest of the bills were mostly counterfeits of various New
England banks. There were also thirty-one steel and copper plates engrossed for bank
notes, and some $200 in counterfeit coin, consisting of quarter, half and whole dollars.
Spanish milled dollars, gold dollars and half and quarter eagles; also, three plaster
moulds for the casting of coin.—Boston Traveller.

So, now you now know as much as I do about this Georgetown bank or pseudo-bank.

This $2 note of the Mousam River Bank, Sanford, Maine, was engraved and printed by W.L. Ormsby,
New York City, from a plate earlier used to print bills of the Potomac River Bank of Georgetown, D.C.

This $2 bill from the Potomac River Bank is from the same plate. Another little mystery is the steam
train. In various modifications (here with a sea and ship in the sky to the right), this motif was used to print
many different bills of state banks and for $100 Confederate notes ("straight steam" and "diffused steam" vari-
eties) by various printers. Another little mystery is this: Who created the vignette, and when was it first used?

Not making matters easy for historians is that certain redemption banks would apply stamps such as the
aforementioned COUNTERFEIT or WORTHLESS, or even BROKEN BANK. This stamp sometimes meant
that the clerk at the redemption center thought the bill was not real, or was worthless, and picked up the near-
est stamp at hand. The bank might not have been "broken" at all, but the bill was bad.
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Tracking Down the Real History
Separating Fact from Fiction
The field of obsolete currency, perhaps more than any other specialty within paper money, or syngraph-

ics as Gene Hessler is fond of calling the pursuit, has many "layers" of facts and information confronting any-
one who wants to do serious research. Sometimes one needs to dig, and deeply, to find out what really hap-
pened. At the risk of digressing from telling stories, as part of this article I'll share some techniques that I have
found useful.

A fine basic source consists of the annual reports of state banking offices or commissioners, usually
telling of the different chartered banks in the state, listing the officers and sometimes the directors, the capital-
ization, outstanding currency, and other data, sometimes with a few comments attached.

Generally, such reports are useful only up to a point, for they tell little about whether the bank was held
in high esteem for ethics and solidity, or ranked poorly. Just numbers are given. Absent complete failure,
such reports often reflected that a relatively worthless bank was in sound condition. Part of this had to do
with the way capital was figured.

Often a bank would be capitalized at, say, $100,000. Those forming the bank would perhaps put in
$5,000 or $10,000 of cash, then borrow the rest from the new bank itself, simply giving back IOUs or notes.
Really, the bank had just $5,000 or $10,000, often quickly spent on startup expenses. The IOUs often had little
or no value, as they were simply transfers of paper.

Per early banking accounting, the familiar joke about a childhood transaction comes to mind: a boy was
sitting on a curb with a dog for sale, and a sign "Price $500,000." The next day a passerby stopped and asked
where the dog was. "Did you sell it?" "It went right away. I traded it for two $250,000 cats." Such computa-
tion of "assets" was very common in the banking era.

Cover Ups
A deeper layer of investigation involves reading reports on specific banks filed with the state, by auditors

sent to the bank to investigate problems. Sometimes these unfortunate situations were detailed carefully. At
other times there were important people involved, and the whole matter was treated gingerly. Such reports
require some digging to find, perhaps in state archives.

A 500 note, the smallest of several denominations issued by the
Hillsborough Bank of Amherst, NH is at left. This institution began in a
legitimate manner, then became fraudulent with vast and illegal over-
issues of paper money that became worthless. Although there were
some newspaper notices and pamphleteering, the president of the
bank, Samuel Bell, was never prosecuted. Some years later he was
elected governor of the state.

In the investigation of New Hampshire currency, which David
Sundman and I have been doing for a number of years, the failed
Hillsborough Bank of Amherst was treated very carefully, as high
names were involved. The president, Samuel Bell, was soon in the gov-
ernor's chair in the state Capitol. He was never charged for gross viola-
tion of the law, by vastly overissuing paper money that became worth-

less. Ditto for the embezzlement of the Bank of Lancaster, by George Williams, highly esteemed local citizen
and son of a well liked governor.

In most instances, if nasty details were published in reports, the accounts were sanitized or kept out of
local papers. If they were published, in muted form, they were soon forgotten.

On the other hand, when the Bank of Wolfborough (as it was spelled) was investigated in the early 1840s,
the matter involved mainly out of towners, sharpsters from New York (including Samuel Dakin), and the
reports were scathing. Still, Wolfeboro (later spelling) had no local or even regional newspaper, and, likely,
local citizens never knew the details. This general lack of communication is why altered, spurious, and coun-
terfeit notes enjoyed wide circulation.

Counterfeit Detectors
Right now, as you read this, you might ask: What about counterfeit detectors, the guides published

weekly or monthly? My answer is this: If you try to use a counterfeit detector, most have little value. Basic
information is given about the designs of some notes, but usually with not enough details to be numismatical-
ly useful in differentiating between the genuine and the counterfeit. Information about the solidity of a bank
can be woefully out of date. The best use of such guides was in the learning that a bank had failed or its notes
were depreciated, if accurate information was given.
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As numismatic research tools I have found they are interesting to look at, but the tedious listings, often
unchanged over long periods of time, have very little value.

Going down to another layer in research we have newspapers of the day, printed in virtually every large
town in the East and Midwest. These are often the very best sources for learning about scandals, defalcations,
and unusual activities, unless, as mentioned, a local leader was involved. In those instances, local papers may
have been silent, while papers a hundred miles away delighted in exposing all of the raw details.

A problem is that there is no way to access most newspapers on a systematic basis. Some of the larger
city papers have been captured on microfilm, mostly from the 1850s onward, and fewer still are accessible on
the Internet. The majority of papers from small and medium size towns can be reviewed only on a catch-as-
catch-can basis, with the time needed to do so far outranking the results obtained.

Official Bank Histories
Over the years, several hundred banks have published booklets or texts about their history. Details of

absconding officers, illegal actions, and the like are hardly ever mentioned. This class of books makes good
supplementary reading for anyone who has a file of early newspaper and magazine clippings or government
reports. The books do have great value in determining the course of business history of banks, the terms of
services of officers, capitalization, and for their illustrations. These are fine additions to a library.

Trying to track down the intricacies of bank note issuance and the banks involved is a challenging pur-
suit. The field of obsolete currency is so vast, encompassing nearly 2,000 state-chartered banks and other cur-
rency institutions, that in our lifetimes we will never see them all researched except, perhaps, shallowly. This
provides great opportunity for anyone interested in exploring in depth.
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A $3 note from the Bank of Allegan, located in Allegan, Michigan is Bowen-3 in Harold Bovven's descrip-
tive text, State Bank Notes of Michigan, one of the best researched of the books on state currency and also one of
the first.

Now and again, a numismatic history of bank notes from a given state does contain in-depth informa-
tion. One of the best is also among the earliest, State Bank Notes of Michigan, by Harold L. Bowen, published in
1956. Bowen was a dealer and collector and operated the Detroit Coin Company. It is evident that he was a
skilled researcher as well.

On the other hand, George W, Wait's 1977 book, Maine Obsolete Paper Money and Scrip, was lightly
researched and has very little in the way of information about the banks that issued the notes. It also has a lot
of wrong or incomplete information. This is not to take from Wait's accomplishments, for he had a lot of
ground to cover in the writing or encouraging of texts on several different states. It is a wonder that he pub-
lished as much as he did.

The preceding said, here are some vignettes, shall I say, of the era of state-chartered banks, with empha-
sis on matters that are less than straightforward:

Confessions of a Banker
Hoyt Sherman, who was a banker in Iowa in the 1850s, told of wildcat and other nicknamed bills, with a

commentary on what a certain banker did with them—an inside view of human nature in action:
To illustrate how the bank note deposits were assorted and treated by the bankers at that

interesting period, I copy literally the labels on the several compartments in an old currency tray, in
which the notes were assorted as they came in, and from which the checks were paid. These labels
were: "Eastern Penn.," "N.Y.," and "New England" in one compartment; "Ohio," "Indiana," and
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"Missouri" in another; then "Va.," "Md.," and "Ky" in another; then in a further compartment,
"Ill." and "Wis,." And, lastly, "Western Mixed."

The first-named notes were choice par funds, rating next to good, and they were shipped to
New York for exchange purposes. The next two compartments (with Ohio, Indiana, Missouri,
Virginia, Maryland, and Kentucky) were "bankable funds," so called, and graded among the safest
of bank notes.

Illinois and Wisconsin took in the few legitimate free banks in those states, located principally
in Chicago and Milwaukee, but the last label was more comprehensive than all the others put
together. It included "rag tag" and "bob tail," everything not comprehended under the other labels
but resembling a bank note—"Western Mixed was the dignified and formal name for it. Its pet
names were "stump-tail," "red horse," "wild-cat," "brindle-pup," and many others of like endear-
ing character.

The vigilant banker watched that pile of currency closer than the others. Its increase in quanti-
ty caused much anxious concern—and its decrease corresponding elation. As the close of the busi-
ness day approached, if the supply was large, he prayed inwardly for checks to come in for pay-
ment; and if he could close up the day with that part of his tray empty, his sleep that night would
be calm and peaceful. That kind of money reversed the usual order of things in the mind of a
banker—a large balance, instead of being a source of satisfaction, was a very disagreeable menace.
As to the nature of the "Western Mixed" we can only guess today. No doubt it was a mixed bag contain-

ing genuine notes of failed or hopelessly insolvent banks, spurious bills on banks that never existed in the first
place, and various types of alterations. As stated, these were the first to be paid out!

Hoo-Hoo or Owl Creek
Good Intentions
Now and then in Niles' Weekly Register (one of my favorite sources) a bank located anywhere, whose bills

were worthless, was sometimes called a "Hoo-Hoo or Owl Creek" bank, the hoo-hoo being the cry of this par-
ticular bird.

Some background is provided by this item in the issue of April 17, 1819:
The Owl Creek Bank has given public notice, that, in order to counteract the
injurious tendency of the United States branch banks in that state, it has
thought proper to follow the example of the other state banks, and has there-
fore stopped payment of specie, and will probably "stay stopped," as the
expression is, for some time. So says an Ohio paper.

As a matter of fact the Owl Creek Bank, located in the small Ohio town of Mount Vernon, did stay
stopped. Soon it ceased business entirely.

A $3 note of the Owl Creek Bank of Mount Vernon, OH, and a
detail of the vignette with the eponymous bird and creek. The fame
or, rather, infamy of the Owl Creek Bank spread, and worthless bills
of all kinds became known as "owls" or "owl creek" bills, such
usage continuing for years thereafter. In a speech in the United
States Senate, January 13, 1842, Sen. Thomas Hart Benton comment-
ed negatively on the chartering of new banks that promised much
but turned out to deliver little, including this sentence: "Does he not
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know that it is the slang upon which every bank charter is obtained—that it is the old worn out, used up, dead
and gone slang upon which every red dog, wild cat, owl creek, coon box, and Cairo swindling shop which has
disgraced our country, obtained their charter—and that all these paid out specie until they stopped?"

As to the origin of "coon box" in relation to paper money I know nothing. The mention of Cairo refers to
a wild and wooly city in Illinois at the intersection of the Mississippi and Ohio rivers, for a long time a hang-
out for thieves, grifters, gamblers, and others who preyed on the transient population. "Wild cat," or one
word "wildcat," was a popular name given to worthless notes issued in Michigan in particular, where various
large animals of feral feline species were said to be a danger to the public—just like the notes were!

The Beginning and the End
The Owl Creek Bank might be a good subject for a future article, although the subject is rather special-

ized. Here 's a short sketch. In December, 1814, a meeting was held by interested citizens of Mount Vernon,
OH, who desired to set up a bank. At the time, monetary conditions remained chaotic—even though the War
of 1812 was winding down. A state charter was applied for, but was not granted. Undaunted, the projectors
went into banking anyway, and in 1816 the business was operating satisfactorily in an office in a small frame
building painted bright red. Currency was ordered, received, and circulated.

However, the success of the bank aroused the enmity of several people in other towns in Ohio, who
wrote unfavorable letters to newspapers. Before long, the bank had to defend itself. T o make a long story
short, there was a "run" on the bank; it could not redeem its notes; and, business ceased. The paper "owls"
were publicized nationally, entering the language as a synonym for worthlessness. The hook on the story, lit-
tle known today, is that years later, all holders of the "owls' were made whole. This bank was not a fraud and
was never intended to be, although it was widely publicized as an epitome of such!

Today, bills of the $1, $3, $5, and $10 denominations are known for the Owl Creek Bank. A well-used but
sharp $3 bill in front of me as I write this has as its central vignette a snowy owl perched on the ground at the
base of a tree. In the distance is a building—not the bank (small and colored red, as stated), but a mill, com-
plete with water wheel, next to a dam. "Richd Harrison fct." is in tiny letters at the upper right, meaning
"Richard Harrison fecit," the last for Latin, "made it." Seemingly, Harrison was the engraver of the plate.
Elsewhere on the bills is the tiny inscription, Prin. by C.P.Hn Pitts'h."

Samuel Dakin and His Curious Banks
From Newspapers to Dry Docks
The architect of another scenario, a real fraud, is one of my favorite research subjects. Apparently, he

was a man of many interests—newspaper publisher, inventor of a patented floating dry dock, and bank sharp-
ster. V ery little is known about him today, or, if it is, I haven't found it. Certain of his family papers survive,
but all mention of banking situations was deleted years ago.

The earlier mentioned Wolfborough Bank started business in the late 1830s with good intentions, but at
the wrong time—the Panic of 1837 was underway. Some small commercial activity seemed to portend a better
future when national business conditions improved. With a state charter, and located on the shore of a lake in
New Hampshire, distant from cities, without a newspaper, and without railroad service, the town was a little
universe unto itself. Whatever was done there, stayed there, to paraphrase the current motto of Las Vegas.
What was everybody's business in Wolfeboro was no one's business any where else.

As such, it was an ideal target for an adventurer from a distant metropolis, Samuel D. Dakin by name.
He was a lawyer in New York City. In 1841 he is listed as having an office at 40 Wall Street and residing at 12
West 14th Street. In 1843 he had an office at 2 Hanover Street (same street address as the New York branch of
the late Second Bank of the United States, then still in the process of winding up its affairs) and lived at the
same place as in 1841.

A New Hampshire Opportunity
He came into Wolfeboro in the mariner of the Music Man of River City, per the 20th century Broadway

play. With the appearance of financial expertise, he somehow convinced the shareholders of the bank to turn
over the operations to him, for a generous infusion of capital, never mind that it was in the form of I.O.U.s.
The sleepy little bank with its small iron safe would become very important. To keep up appearances, local
men were still listed as directors, and the cashier was one of the town's most respected citizens. Perhaps
promises of profit sharing were whispered in their ears. I don't know. The records are silent.

Dakin discontinued any efforts at developing local business. He ordered a veritable flood of bills from
the highly esteemed New England Bank Note Co. Beautifully printed, incorporating certain of the Patent
Stereotype Steel Plate system features, and ornamented with vignettes, the bills were impressive to all who
saw them. Denominations selected ranged from $1 to $5—values that circulated widely and were not likely to
be questioned. Larger bills such as $10 to $100 might have invited investigation.
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An attractive, rare, and numismatically desirable $1 note from the Wolfeborough Bank from the collec-
tion of C. John Ferreri, printed by the New England Bank Note Co., after state bank commissioners' reports
(which, obviously the firm did not read or else ignored) listed the bank as insolvent.

Dakin may have kept two sets of books, one "official" set for inspection by state officials and reflecting a
very active banking business, with many false entries, and, probably, another set for his own use.

The bills, signed and dated in ink, flooded the channels of commerce and were used widely. To be sure,
they were worthless, but similar to the actions of the earlier-quoted Iowa banker and also of the Carroll
County Bank, those who took in the bills simply passed them along. Today, such bills are rather plentiful in
the context of New Hampshire obsolete currency. As to their category, they could be called spurious. T hey
were printed by one of the best known bank note firms and were ordered by a bank that was real, but operat-
ed fraudulently.

Why anyone calling at the Oakland County Bank in Pontiac, MI, would take a $5 bill payable at the Bank
of Central New York in Utica is somewhat of a mystery. Perhaps if more can be learned about the banking
career of Samuel D. Dakin, the situation will become clearer.

I would like to learn more about Samuel D. Dakin. He sought opportunities where he could find them,
also with the Bank of Central New York, of Utica, in which Dakin was a founding director. He also had con-
nections with the Oakland County Bank in Michigan and the Manufacturers Bank in Belleville, NJ. Certain
Oakland County Bank bills, made by Draper, Toppan, Longacre & Co., are payable at the Bank of Central New
York. Why anyone in Michigan would take a bank bill payable in a distant state strains the imagination!

Somehow, Dakin stayed out of the limelight, and except in obscure reports little notice has been found
concerning his banking activities. So far as I know, he is not even mentioned in any modern histories of early
banking or in any numismatic account pertaining to paper money.

"Fraud beyond which the ingenuity and dishonesty of man cannot go"
Perkins' Best Customer
Among the best known of early 19th century currency formats is the Patent Stereotype Steel Plate

devised by Jacob Perkins of Newburyport, MA. In its most popular form used from 1806 onward, the face
plate was modular—made up of several sections locked in a frame. Different margins (such as with the
emblem of a particular state), border decorations, and other elements could be combined. Spaces were provid-
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ed for slugs to be inserted with the bank name, town, and state. Some bills had a Check Plate on the back,
made up of divided sections, said to deter counterfeiting.

The most important customer for Perkins' bank notes in the early days was the Farmers Exchange Bank
of Gloucester, RI. This institution started in a modest way. Incorporated in February, 1804, the capital was
authorized at $100,000, in 2,000 shares of $50 each, payable in specie in seven installments.

As to whether the Farmers Exchange Bank was a fraud from the very beginning is a matter of question.
However, we do know that very little of the capital was ever paid in, and although the directors each remitted
for the first installment in gold and silver coins, the same amount was quickly borrowed back from the bank
by each person—without giving any security! Sort of like $500,000 dogs and $250,000 cats! Each director
eventually held 103 shares, apparently essentially at no cost.

Of the bank's 2,000 shares, only 661 were ever paid for in specie (gold and silver coins), and deducting
the loans taken back by the directors, the capital of $100,000 amounted to only $3,081.11 in actual cash!

Bills were ordered to be printed, and various denominations were soon on hand, made from hand-
engraved copper plates with a small vignette, such as of two cows or a farmer hoeing. The day of the Perkins
plates was yet to come. These early notes bore no imprint of an engraver. A statement of March 28, 1805, indi-
cated $288.50 in specie and bills of other banks, backing $22,524 of bills in circulation. On June 3rd of the same
year, the directors voted to allow each of them to take $200 from the bank, but no accounting of these funds
was ever made, nor were they repaid.

Soon, many more bills were printed through orders placed with Jacob Perkins in Newburyport, in the
improved Patented Steel Stereotype Plate style. Small denominations seem to have been the most popular, not
surprising as these were easy to place into circulation. Such currency was instantly familiar to the public as
dozens of other banks were using Perkins plates at the time.

A $10 note of the Farmers Exchange Bank of Gloucester, Rhode Island, 1806. Worthless in their time, all
are worth more than face value now—to collectors, an irony! Generally, bills of fraudulently operated banks
such as this are very plentiful and the market and can be easily collected.

Enter Andrew Dexter, Jr.
Andrew Dexter, Jr., a Boston entrepreneur, became interested in the bank. Dexter, born in Brookfield,

MA, on March 28, 1779, is said to have been a classmate of Daniel Webster at Dartmouth College. With ample
financing through his family, he sought to establish a bank in Massachusetts in the early 19th century, but
could not obtain a charter.

In March, 1808, eleven of the directors of the Farmers Bank of Gloucester sold their interest to Dexter, for
$1,300 in notes payable for each, plus forgiveness of the loans they had taken out to "buy" capital stock. The
notes were signed by Simon Smith and John Harris as principals and by Dexter as guarantor. In due course
the ex-directors received their money. It was later learned than Dexter and his associates paid not a cent of
this, and that the money was taken out of the bank's own funds. Other stockholders were bought out on the
same basis. At the time of the management change $45,821 in bills were in circulation from earlier times. Of
course, all of this was banking in thin air, smoke and mirrors, and with little in the way of assets. However,
the bank put up a good appearance, and no one was the wiser.

Dexter, who also controlled the Boston Exchange Office in Boston and the Berkshire Bank in Pittsfield,
MA, realized that he could make money simply by having it printed by Perkins. With no requirement to make
his records available to anyone, no bank examiners to contend with (such offices had not yet been created),
and with good connections in business, Dexter was able to circulate the remarkable total of $760,265 in bills in
the first year the bank was under his control. Through his Boston Exchange Office and deals with other banks,
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he traded many for other bills. Other bills of the Farmers Exchange Bank were sold as investment certificates,
although not so imprinted. Investors were promised 6% interest if they held them, but if they changed their
mind, instant redemption in coin would be made. With such an assurance, the bills seemed to be very sound.

In the meantime, Dexter was involved in other ventures, including the construction in 1808 of the Boston
Coffee House, a place of public accommodation that included dining and drinking facilities and rooms for
overnight guests. That business, never a success, burned in 1818.

The cashier of the Farmers Bank, William Colwell, was instructed to keep the quantity of bills secret and
to sign them privately and at night, not during times that the bank had customers. As to delaying redemp-
tions, Dexter instructed Colwell on May 21, 1808, that those demanding coins "should be plagued as much as
possible, by detaining them as long as it will naturally take to count all kinds of specie change, intermixed, in
the most deliberate manner." John Harris, one of Dexter's partners in the scheme, signed as president and was
not normally on the premises anyway. Over $500,000 in bills were given to Dexter personally, who gave the
bank some I.O.U.s in return. Dexter then pocketed the proceeds received.

In the meantime, although there were no real profits from which dividends could be paid, stockholders
were given about 8% dividend on their capital. In addition, the directors received cash payments from time to
time.

The End
In time, rumors concerning Dexter and the bank circulated widely, and many suspicions were aroused.

In early March, 1808, cashier Colwell wrote to Dexter, "Our situation becomes every day more disagreeable.
The discontent and irritation among the people is very great. We have been sued to-day, and our bank is the
topic of conversation through the country."

Finally, in early 1809, a committee of the Rhode Island State Legislature was appointed to investigate the
situation. The report included this:

The president and cashier were constantly employed in signing bills. . .and Dexter was contin-
ually urging them to sign bills as fast as possible, telling them that everything depended on his hav-
ing them very speedily; that if they were not soon finished, he should not be able to dispose of
them, and that at that time he should be able to sell some of them very well.

The bills were made with so much precipitation, and the officers of the bank were so much
pressed for time, that said bills were in some instances sent to Boston without being dated or num-
bered. There is now in said bank $86.46 in specie. . . .
It goes without saying that $86.46 in coins did not do much toward redeeming bills, and all became

worthless. The state closed the operation soon thereafter. Subsequently, an item in the Providence Gazette stat-
ed that Dexter had "practiced a system of fraud beyond which the ingenuity and dishonesty of man cannot
go." The Farmers Exchange Bank became famous as the first major bank fraud in America and was widely
discussed for years afterward. In the meantime, Dexter decamped to Windsor, Nova Scotia, to avoid impris-
onment for debt.

Many years later, in 1830, some $1,500 in bills on hand from the investigating committee of 1809 were
destroyed by state legislators.

An Upstanding Southern Citizen
In 1816, Dexter was back on the scene, now in Milledgeville, GA where, using land scrip inherited from

his father, he was the successful bidder of a vast tract for $7 per acre, which was paid for in large part with
money supplied by John Falconer, in whose name the title was placed. The town of New Philadelphia was
laid out and came into being. Soon, a small community of log structures arose on streets named by Dexter for
naval heroes of the War of 1812 and American presidents. Peter A. Remsen, a traveler from New York, went
through the district, and on January 12, 1818, noted this: "I visited New Philadelphia, one mile back from the
river. A high, pleasant place and bids fair to flourish. . . .Lots sell in this place for $50 to $150 per lot. It has
800 laid out and Mr. Dexter is about to have grist and sawmills in operation shortly about five miles distant."

Another entrepreneur, Virginia-born plantation owner General John Scott, acquired extensive acreage
and established the town of East Alabama. In 1819 that section of Georgia became part of the new state of
Alabama, New Philadelphia and East Alabama merged, and the town of Montgomery was formed. Dexter's
partner John Falconer became the first postmaster of Montgomery, the Alabama state capital. Dexter donated
land to Montgomery, and the name of Market Street was changed to Dexter Avenue in his honor. T he town
prospered greatly, aided beginning in 1821 by steamboat service connecting down river to Mobile on the Gulf
of Mexico.
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The Capitol of Alabama at Montgomery—a city of which bank scoundrel Andrew Dexter, Jr., was a
founding father, sort of.

Apparently, Dexter's ambitions exceeded his abilities to turn an honest profit, and it seems that he drift-
ed from one project to another. I n 1833 he visited Texas and became fascinated with its potential. He traded
some of his Alabama real estate for dry goods and other merchandise, seeking to sell this in Texas, but the idea
did not pan out.

Andrew Dexter, Jr., died in debtors' prison in Mobile, AL, of yellow fever, on November 2, 1837. His
burial place is unknown. His wife, born in 1787, the former Charlotte Apthorp Morton, sister of a governor of
Massachusetts, died on August 17, 1819, and was buried in Montgomery. Later historians have variously
characterized Dexter as a dreamer and visionary, what with helping to found the capital of Alabama, or less
charitably and more accurately as a scoundrel. Actually, he seems to have been all of these things.

Tales of Two New York Bankers
Jacob Barker
In the Merchants and Bankers Almanac, 1870 edition, space was given for biographical sketches of well-

known bankers, including this:
JACOB BARKER OF NEW ORLEANS. Jacob Barker is a descendant of the Quakers. He was a

resident of New York City forty years ago, and took up his residence at New Orleans, where he
now resides. At the age of sixteen years, he came to New York, a poor boy, and got employment in
the counting room of Isaac Hicks, a merchant of this city. He commenced business for himself
before his majority, and was soon in possession of four ships and a brig. . .In the year 1801, Aug. 27,
he married Elizabeth Hazard, daughter of Thos. Hazard.

After the war Mr. Barker engaged as a banker, and unfortunately lost his credit, and was pros-
ecuted for his participation in the affairs of certain insurance companies. Many years afterwards he
removed to New Orleans, and was elected to Congress after the rebellion, but was declared ineligi-
ble.

During the war of 1812, the credit of Mr. Barker was of the highest. In connection with Mr.
Girard, Mr. J.J. Astor, Mr. Parish, and others, he bid for the loans of 1813-1815. He is yet a resident
of New Orleans, but failed as a broker since the rebellion.
It seems that Mr. Barker was a banker of outstanding reputation, an associate of Stephen Girard, John

Jacob Astor, and others, but, somehow, lost his credit. In fact, Barker was a fraud. He controlled several
banks, all of which conducted business under false pretenses. Here are a few of many notices published in
Niles' Register over a period of time:

July 3, 1819:
Exchange Bank, June 29. Conformable to promise, I have visited Sandy

Hill, inspected the concerns of the Washington and Warren Bank [of Hudson
Falls, NY], found them in excellent condition, and I do not hesitate to declare,
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that if there is anything earthly certain it is the solvency of said Bank.
When I have redeemed my pledge as to the paper of the Washington

and Warren bank, (which will be within the period mentioned), the public
will then know how to estimate what I have said as to the goodness of the
notes of the Exchange Bank. JACOB BARKER.

September 23, 1820:
Prices of Bank Notes, at Baltimore: New York: City banks, par; country

notes, generally good, several as par, the rest at 1 a 3 discount. Except the
bank of Hudson, the Washington and Warren Bank, Jefferson County Bank,
Bank of Niagara, Jacob Barker's Bank [Exchange Bank, New York City], and
all the unincorporated banks and other money-manufacturing institutions,
few notes of which are afloat, and these very bad.

January 1, 1827:
The New York Trials. The case of Jacob Barker, and the company found

guilty with him of conspiring to defraud, etc. has been removed to the
Supreme Court by a certiorari. Charles Mowatt and Thomas Hyatt, have been
sentenced to the penitentiary for two years, and Samuel F. Lambert and
Henry B. Lambert sentenced each for one year. Thomas Hyatt not appearing,
his recognizance was forfeited.

Certain proceedings had in the trial of Barker and the rest, are objected
to as having been illegal. The effect of the writ of certiorari may be to grant a
new trial.

Signed by Jacob Barker, this $5 note of the Exchange Bank, New York City, is today a memento of one of
New York City's greatest bank frauds.

January 3, 1829:
More Disclosures. Among those charged with some iniquitous doings as

to the Tradesmen's Bank, at New York—(a bubble that floated awhile and dis-
appeared)—was Mr. Jacob Barker—who has lately vindicated himself in a
pamphlet, and before a public meeting of the people; of which latter we have
the following account in the N.Y. Mercantile Advertiser of the 24th ult.

The meeting invited by Mr. Barker at the Exchange, on Monday evening,
was attended by a large concourse of respectable citizens, exceeding, it was
supposed, upwards of 2,000 in number. Mr. Barker exhibited to this meeting,
the original papers which he has published in a pamphlet, proving according
to these, that he had no concern in the disposition of the stock of the
Tradesmen's Bank, as was alleged against him in the late conspiracy trials;
and showing also the real parties engaged in that transaction, one of whom it
appears was the Hon. Richard Riker, recorder of the city of New York.

Malapar
Then there are the machinations of Malapar, who to the general public seemed to have had just one

name, sort of like Cher, Elvis, and Madonna in yesterday's world. Following are notices from Niles' Register
on the activites of this individual.:
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April 29, 1826:
The "Marble Manufacturing Company" of New York, which lately com-

menced the manufacture of something which they passed off as bank notes,
has already shut up shop. From what is stated, it appears that the managers of
this establishment are rightful candidates for the manufacture of marble—in
the penitentiary.

July 1, 1826:
Speculation! Malapar, late president of the Marble Manufacturing

Company at New York, who issued a large amount in things like bank notes,
has been tried and found guilty of a conspiracy to defraud certain persons
named and the public. The development of this affair is said to show as prof-
ligate a tissue villainy as ever was exhibited.

For the Marble Manufacturing Company the talented partnership of A., B. & C. Durand and Wright pro-
duced this beautiful but worthless $100 bill. Fraudsters often called on the leading bank note companies to
create notes that today are high examples of engraving art.

July 8, 1826:
It is thought that Malapar and his associates—a miserable set of irre-

sponsible and obscure individuals, have defrauded the public of about five
hundred thousand dollars. The fellow, a short time before he turned money-
manufacturer, kept an oyster cellar. He is a Canadian Frenchman, and espe-
cially exerted himself to take-in his Canadian brethren, which he did do, to a
large amount.

December 2, 1826:
Malapar, the maker of the Marble (paper-money) Manufacturing

Company of New York, by which many were swindled, is now at Paris—and
has proclaimed his intention of "making a book," to give an account of the
business of that rag-shop.

July 14, 1827:
Malapar, the fellow who, in New York, by speculation, in a few months,

elevated himself from a cleaner of boots or vendor of oysters, we forget
which, to the highest rank among the nobility and gentry of the city, taking
the lead in "good society," has been apprehended at Montreal, and there is
some prospect that the honorable gentleman will be associated with the "mar-
ble company" at present incorporated within the walls of the state prison; and
the charter to carry on his operations, may be granted during life!!

The Good News
At the throne of justice even Malapar had a first name: Antoine. What was bad news for the holders of

the bills of Dexter, Dakin, Barker, Malapar, and others is good news for numismatists today. This general class
of currency—notes that became worthless in their own time—is readily collectible today.

A close reading of contemporary newspapers and magazines suggests that while the Wild West had a lot
of scoundrels riding horses and shooting up saloons, banking in the East had just as many, but with printing
presses and pens as their chosen weapons!
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